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ZEID 

"Zeid....come to my study right away" the king, my father mind link me before 
cutting the link once more. 

Ever since my 20th birthday, my father has been wanting to pass over the 
throne to me but couldn't because I haven't found my mate.He has been 
persistent in helping me find my mate to the extent of inviting almost every 
female werewolves in the whole of North America to the palace on a daily 
bases. 

Despite that l still couldn't find my mate. 

I keep telling him that when it's time I will find her but no he wouldn't listen. 

All he wants is for me to find my mate so he can pass the throne to me. 

His excuse his that I'm fully ready to take the throne and that he fully trust my 
ability to lead the werewolf kingdom. 

Anyways I'm actually the one in charge of mostly all the affairs of the kingdom 
all he does is for him to put his approval On the necessary documents ....so I 
wonder why he is still in a hurry to pass the crown to me. 

I don't mind it anyway I'm already used to being in charge. 

I round up what I was working on and went to the direction of the king's study 

On my way there, I met my younger brother, Brice also going to the direction 
of the king's palace. 

"Yo bro" he called out to me. He is the complete opposite of me. He is the 
clown between the two of us while I'm the serious minded one. 

I acknowledged him with a head nod and raised my eyebrows in question 



"Father called me" he told me getting my unasked question. 

I nod once more to show I've heard him 

However, when we got to the study, I saw my mum, the queen also there 
waiting for us. 

"Mum, dad" we both acknowledged them 

"Both of you sit down" my father said while pointing to the seats in front of 
them. After we sit, he continues 

" I called you here Zeid because your mum had a vision concerning you . I'm 
excited to tell you that she was able to locate where your mate is in her vision" 
I raised my eyebrows.... I should have guess as much that this will be all 
about my mate. 

"Mum?...." I asked her for confirmation in which she confirmed it was true. 

"Son it's true you don't have to think that your father is making this up. I had a 
dream during the night. In it I saw you completing the mating bond with your 
mate. 

I tried locating where she is and also tried focusing my essence on her face to 
see who she is exactly but there was an invisible barrier stopping me from 
getting closer. When I woke up no matter what I do to know who she is, I end 
up getting blocked. I couldn't find out anything about her just where she's 
located and I think I could get the location was all thanks to you also 
appearing in my vision together with her. If not for that I wouldn't have been 
able to find her." My mum concluded. 

"Hmmm.... I see....no wonder we've not been able to locate her. There's 
something hiding her....but what could that be." Brice voiced out my thought. 

"So the reason why I called both of you here is to let you know you are both 
going to her pack tomorrow to find her. Find out everything about her and 
what exactly is shielding her and why." 

"Father how does this concerns me....why do I also need to go....it's not my 
mate we are talking about here...it has nothing to do with me." Brice grumbles 
out 



"You are the best tracker that has ever existed ever since the last one 1000 
years ago and you are also the second best warrior after your brother do you 
now see why you must follow him". 

My father glares at him and spoke through clenched teeth. 

"Ok...ok....I will go no need to get angry at me". 

I just shake my head at Brice and wonder when he will ever be serious. 

Though with the way he is, he is still very good at what he do. And with his 
tracker ability, there's no one on earth that can escape his tracking radar 
except he doesn't want you to know he has tracked you down. 

I remember when our little sister, Alexa went missing or we thought she went 
missing when she was 14 years for two days we got our best trackers to 
locate her but they couldn't. It was then we discovered Brice and Alexa 
abilities. 

Brice having the ability to track anyone or anything on the surface of the earth 
and Alexa being able to put a shield over herself and others. 

The shield she puts up can stop attack of different kinds and can also prevent 
her from being tracked. That was why our best trackers could not track her 
because at that time she was shielding herself. 

And surprisingly only Brice was able to track her. 

 


